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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

Storage of Social Heterogeneous Data Stream 

 

by 

 

Rohit Anil Joshi 

 

Master of Science in Computer Science 
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Professor Miodrag Potkonjak, Chair 

 

Today, we have many systems that generate data stream. All of the existing scalable system for 

storage of potentially infinite data were not designed for storing heterogeneous data streams. 

Utilization of these systems for the data stream persistence and data query would be highly 

inefficient. Hence, we aim at designing a system which makes use of characteristics of 

heterogeneous data stream viz. chronological, immutable and potentially infinite to support 

efficient storage and retrieval of social heterogeneous data streams. To elaborate, the system can 

1. Store limitless data 2. Support time based range queries 3. Search patterns in single data stream 

4. Search patterns between multiple data streams. To conclude, designing such a system is a first 

step towards enormous pool of future work.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, with the rise of technology it has become possible to create small computing power 

devices to generate continuous data and propagate to the storage server for persistence.  Apart from 

such devices, with the advent of social media with popular applications like text/status monitoring, 

image monitoring, like monitoring, click monitoring, purchase monitoring, to generate infinite 

data stream which require persistent storage. 

 

Today, the key challenge is to design a system capable of scaling as per data generation. Further 

requirements can be visualized to be synchronization and storage of heterogeneous data stream. 

To simplify, heterogeneous data stream is a group of multiple homogeneous data stream spawned 

from common process. To exemplify, product co purchase monitoring system comprises of 

homogenous data streams like Type, Price, Rating, Sale quantity etc. Another example could be 

health monitoring system comprising of heart rate, blood pressure, ECG etc.  

 

Along with building a scalable storage of data stream the system must support efficient data queries 

and pattern queries on persisted data. The system should be intelligent for summarizing the data, 

synchronizing for different input frequency rates, arrival of old data, compaction of old data and 

recovery for machine failures. 

 

The state of the art storage systems are scalable for storage of huge amount of data, however do 

not support range queries as first class operation. Majority of them [3], [7] have data model with 

key/value pair which make range queries very inefficient. This implies, ideal system must possess 
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inherent support for pattern finding by utilizing the chronological order of incoming data for 

persistence. 

 

The aim of our project was to design a scalable storage for social heterogeneous data with support 

for efficient time range queries and pattern find queries. Further, encapsulation of challenges 

discussed above is a must. 

 

Innovation of our work and major contributions: 

 System design for storage of social heterogeneous data. Support for infinite data, ability to run 

on commodity machines 

 Synchronization for different input frequency rate, arrival of old data, compaction of old data 

and recovery for machine failure 

 Support for time range queries, pattern find queries. This inbuilt feature prevents any need for 

writing another system for mining. 

 To minimize the loss during summarization of data stream via window approximation, novel 

synchronization model is proposed. Our purpose is achieved by using the data stream with 

maximum fluctuation rate for window approximation.   

 

The report is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss related work. In Chapter 3, we 

introduce Data Model. System Design is proposed in Chapter 4. SAX implementation and 

evaluation is mentioned in Chapter 5 and 6. In Chapter 7, we mention the drawback of system 

design and future work. In Chapter 8, we conclude. 
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CHAPTER TWO: RELATED WORK 

Currently, no working system exists for storage of social heterogeneous data streams. In this 

chapter, we introduce about the existing scalable storage systems. With reference to our mention 

in Introduction chapter direct usage of such systems would be inefficient. 

I. Google Big Table 

Google Big Table [3] is a high performance distributed storage system built on Google File 

System, SSTable, and Chubby Lock Service [4]. It is primarily designed to support petabytes of 

data across thousands of commodity servers. Big Table maps its data in key/value pair using 

SSTable data structure. Row keys are partitioned into ranges and then assigned to tablet 

corresponding to that range. Tablet servers maintain the list of tablet and help in serving data from 

tablet. Chubby helps in election of master, bootstrap the location of Big Table data, find Tablet 

Servers, manage Big Table schema and deliver access control.  

 

II. Windows Azure Storage 

Windows Azure Storage (WAS) [5] is also a distributed storage system providing limitless data 

storage for any amount of time. It supports data models such as Queues, Blobs, and Tables. WAS 

provides strong consistency and has the data stored in Extent Nodes. WAS introduces a concept 

of Sealed and Unsealed Extent Nodes i.e. when an Extent Node reaches its storage capacity, it is 

marked as Sealed. Thus distinguishes between Read/Write Enabled (Unsealed) and Read Enabled 

(Sealed) Extent Node. Sealing of Extent Nodes improves the read performance on Node data, since 

we no longer require to acquire lock on the Extent Node as the data is immutable. 
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CHAPTER THREE: DATA MODEL 

In the recent years, time series data mining is observed to be the area of attention. In this chapter, 

we introduce in brief about the proposed data model. Whereas [2] provides an in depth review 

about available data models. 

 

I. Time Series Representation 

a. Time Series Data Mining Tasks 

The research interest in time series data mining has primarily been in the following areas: 

 Indexing: Given a query (time series) Q, and some similarity/ dissimilarity measure D (Q, C), 

find the most similar time series [2]. 

 Clustering: Find the natural groupings of the time series under measure D (Q, C). 

 Classification: Given an unlabeled time series Q, assign it to one of more predefined classes. 

 Summarization: Given a time series Q with n data points where n is very large, perform 

approximation of Q via retaining features. 

 Anomaly Detection: Given time series Q and model of normal behavior find all the sections of 

Q that contain anomaly. 

 

b. Most Common Time Series Representations 

The most common time series representations are illustrated in Figure 3-1.  
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Figure 3-1: The most common representations for time series data mining. Each can be 

visualized as an attempt to approximate the signal with a linear combination of basis functions 

 

The choice of representation certainly affects the ease and efficiency of time series data mining. 

An important observation about the common representations is that they are real valued. The 

limitation of the same can be observed in an application of anomaly detection. To elaborate, 

wavelet coefficients are integral values, hence probability to observe a real number i.e. an anomaly 

naturally comes out to zero. Such limitations have lead the researchers look for symbolic 

representation of time series. 

 

II. Symbolic Time Series Representation 

Use of symbols for representing real valued time series would be beneficial in the field of text 

processing, bioinformatics apart from former batch only problems. 

 

Old systems for symbolic representation of time series carry three shortcomings. Firstly, there 

exists one to one mapping between original data and symbols thus lacking dimensionality 

reduction. Secondly, the distance measure defined on symbolic approach have slight correlation 
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with the distance measure defined on original time series. Thirdly, majority of the symbolic 

procedures require an access to all the data before creating symbols which defies need in streaming 

algorithms. 

 

In the paper [2], a novel symbolic representation has been introduced providing dimensionality 

reduction and ensuring lower bound between original/symbolic distance measures. The execution 

guarantees infinitesimal time and space overhead as well.  

 

III. Symbolic Aggregate Approximation 

a. Introduction 

SAX maps a time series of N data points to a sequence of w symbols where w << n. Figure 3-2 

illustrates the notations to represent SAX. 

 

Figure 3-2: Notations of SAX 

 

SAX can be seen as a two-step method. Firstly, we convert the time series to piecewise aggregated 

approximation (PAA). Later on, we symbolize the PAA representation into a discrete string. 

 

b. Benefits of SAX  

 Dimensionality Reduction: The size of time series vector can be compressed using PAA. 
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 Lower Bounding: The distance measure between two symbolic strings lower bounds the actual 

distance between those two time series. 

 

c. Converting Time Series to SAX Representation  

Step 1: Piecewise Aggregated Approximation (PAA)  

Time series can be represented in a w dimensional space using formula shown in Figure 3-3. 

 

Figure 3-3: Formula for computing ith element of PAA vector space 

 

The dimensionality reduction is achieved by splitting the time series of n dimension into w window 

panes. Here we compute the mean of points corresponding to those windows panes. The 

representation can be visualized using Figure 3-4. 

 

Figure 3-4: PAA 
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To exemplify, given a simulated Dataset of four Data Streams (S1, S2, S3, S4) corresponding to 

add clicks of product domains A, B, C, D, consider the Figure 3-4. An important scrutiny is before 

computing PAA, we do normalize the time series. This is due to the fact that we would not be able 

to compare two time series with different amplitude and offset.  

 

Step 2: Discretization  

After having figured the PAA of the time series, discretization can be obtained by assigning 

symbols to each window pane. Here, the symbols are expected to show up with equal probability. 

This can be achieved using standardized normal distribution, [2] and shown in Figure 3-5. This is 

due to the fact that normalized time series follows Gaussian distribution. 

 

Figure 3-5: Standard Normal Distribution 

 

We can define the boundary that shall help us define k equal sized areas under Gaussian 

distribution. Breakpoints can be visualized using Figure 3-6 as a function of number of symbols 

desired.  
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Figure 3-6: Standard Normal Distribution Table 

 

After having decided on the number of symbols and obtained the breakpoints, we can apply two 

steps to discretize the PAA. At first, we compute the Z-score = (PAA value of window pane)/ 

(Standard deviation of window pane). Then, we map the Z-score to the symbol. 

 

Once we obtain the breakpoints depending on the number of symbols we want to use, we can 

employ two steps to discretize the PAA. Firstly, we compute the z-score corresponding to each 

PAA. Secondly we map the z-score to symbol. Here, Z-score is computed as (PAA Value Mean 

of Window)/ (Standard Deviation of Window) as shown in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8. 

 

Figure 3-7: Z-Score computation 
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Figure 3-8: Symbol Assignment 

 

IV. Usage of SAX for modeling Heterogeneous Stream Data  

The simplicity of data model lies in the perception that heterogeneous data streams to be a 

collection of homogenous data streams. To elaborate, having created sequence of symbols (using 

PAA and symbol mapping), we can associate a homogenous data stream as an input to SAX 

system. On the same lines, incorporating heterogeneous data stream can be seen to be very intuitive 

as shown in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9: SAX as Black Box 

To exemplify, consider four data streams forming a heterogeneous data stream. The data points 

corresponding to these data streams are separated, per window, to form input to SAX models. 

These models individually compute the symbolic sequence, per window pane. Lastly, the symbolic 

sequences are represented in tuple format for persistent storage. 

 

Along with the key benefits of SAX, our data model can be sought as a black box configurable to 

requirements. 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM DESIGN 

Having discussed in the Introduction and Related Work, there does not exists a dedicated system 

for storage of social heterogeneous data with the support of timely pattern queries on persisted 

data. We surveyed the most popular storage systems [3], [5], [7], [8] in due course of time. And 

realized that we need not completely design a new system from root, however we can alter Big 

Table’s system design to fit to our storage and querying requirements. Further, we chose some 

design principles from Windows Azure Storage (WAS) [5], like the concept of Sealed/ Unsealed 

Extent Nodes, in order to improve read performance. In addition to existing components in Big 

Table, we added Write Master to improve write performance. In this chapter, we focus on 

components which are modified or added for optimization. 

 

I. Key Design Consideration 

a. Time Series Data is Immutable  

Immutable data is one of the key characteristics of data stream to focus upon, since it helps 

significantly improve performance of the system. 

 

b. Chronological Order of the Input Data Stream  

One of the basic queries to run on persisted data are time based range queries. Since the data 

happens to arrive in chronological order, we can tremendously increase the read as well as write 

performance by choosing persistent data structure wisely. 

 

c. Support for parallel query processing  
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One of the most important requirements include support for parallel processing in order to get data 

quickly which was given special attention in the design consideration. 

 

II. Building Blocks  

Figure 4-1 encapsulates the significant components. We describe the system components in brief 

below. 

 

Figure 4-1: Design Overview 

 

a. BSTStore (Binary Search Tree Store) 

Big Table use SSTable (key/value store) for persistence, since it provides almost 0(1) lookup for 

the key known at the time of search. However, we need to support time based range queries for 

which key/value store turns out to be inefficient. Hence, we chose to use Binary Search Tree data 

structure in place of SSTable. Similar to SSTable, BSTStore consists of sequence of 64KB blocks 

each storing data in Binary Search Tree. Note that Block size in predetermined.  
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Size of BSTStore is same as GFS chunk which helps achieve data locality and fast retrieval. Since 

chunk is the basic replication unit in GFS, we can be rest assured of the fact that all the data of a 

single BSTStore would be stored on single replica and be fetched efficiently. 

 

b. Tablet  

The notion of Tablet is similar to that in Big Table. In our case, Tablet is an abstraction of 

BSTStore. Tablet is a table like structure storing time range and corresponding BSTStore which 

contains data for that time range. From system design viewpoint, Tablet forms fundamental unit 

of managing storage. 

 

c. Tablet Server  

The concept of Tablet server is similar to that in Big Table with few notable differences. 

 

In Big Table, Tablet Server use MemTable to store mutation information in case of updates/writes.  

During read operation, Tablet Server fetches the data from Tablet (using GFS) and also checks 

MemTable entry for presence of the data. During write operation data is pushed asynchronously 

to underneath Tablet. Further, Tablet Server persists a commit log and redo log as well. This way, 

Tablet Server manages it read and write using MemTable in Big Table. 

 

MemTable is primarily useful for mutable data. We firmly believe that we can simplify this design 

for storage of heterogeneous data stream, since the data is immutable. Thus, we can relax Tablet 
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Server’s accountability of maintaining MemTable and commit/ redo log by eliminating 

MemTable. 

 

Tablet Server keeps a time range and Table containing the data within that time range. Tablet 

Server recovery, assignment and removal is handled in the same fashion as that in the Big Table. 

 

We identified the potential of a new component “Query Processor”, as a part of Tablet Server, 

responsible for parallel processing of queries and running pattern matching algorithms. Parallel 

processing helps in getting data from Tablets who generally correspond to disjoint time ranges. 

Pattern matching, using sample algorithm KMP, helps in analyzing data obtained from above step. 

  

d. Chubby  

Chubby is a central place responsible for storing configurations, Tablet Server metadata, load 

balancing, failure recovery, Master election, directing client to the Tablet Servers etc. The only 

difference with Big Table if Chubby stores Tablet configuration using time range instead of key 

range. 

 

e. Write Master  

We are adding a new component Write Master responsible for performing all writes to the system. 

The Client sends all the data obtained from Data Model to the Write Master. Write Master 

maintains in memory buffer equal to GFS Chunk size i.e. BSTStore size. When the buffer gets 

full, a new BSTStore is created and the system components are updated with this information. 
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More details are discussed in next section. Further, during Write Master Failure, a new Write 

Master is selected and buffer is reproduced using redo/ commit logs from GFS. 

 

This method has several advantages 

 Tablet Server no longer take part in write operations and all the tablets are read-only, thus 

improving read performance. 

 The incoming data is buffered and then asynchronously written to the persistent storage, thus 

improving write efficiency. 

 Since the input data always appear in chronological order, creating a BSTStore from the buffer 

becomes straightforward. 

 Data Stream applications like d-stream [10], Time Stream [11] can be integrated easily with 

our design. Further, online monitoring system is desired, to accompany these applications, 

which process the stream on the fly. In this case, Write Master act as single point of contact 

serving required data. 

 

f. Client 

Client interacts with the Chubby, Master, Tablet, Server, and Write Master and makes the system 

transparent to the external clients who are interested to persist data in the system. 

 

III. Query (Read) and Write Operation  

a. Read Operation 

Read operation overview is provided in the Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2: Read Operation Overview 

 

The steps of basic read operation for retrieving the data are as follows 

 External Client calls the system API, getData ([Tstart, Tend]) to retrieve data for all the streams 

during the input time range. 

 Client contacts Master for the tablet server having the required data. Along with the above, 

client also contacts Write Master to check if it has the data in its buffer. This is important since 

the latest data might not be in a Tablet. 

 Master returns the list of Tablet Servers associated with the request. Client may cache this. 

 Having received the list of Tablet Servers, the client contacts them in parallel with upper limit 

on maximum connections possible. 

 Query processor inside each of the Tablet Server determines the list of Tablets associated with 

the request. Having received the list of Tablets, it contacts them in parallel depending on its 

load. 
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 For each Tablet, the list of BSTStores associated with the request are identified and 

corresponding GFS chunks are fetched. 

 For each BSTStore, Block Index is loaded into memory to identify the blocks that would 

contain the data. 

 Data is fetched from appropriate blocks, and sent back to the Query Processor 

 Client receives the data from all the Tablet Server, and sends back to the external client. 

 

b. Write Operation 

Write operation comprises of two parts: Synchronous and Asynchronous Data Processing.  

 

Synchronous data processing is illustrated in Figure 4-3 and the steps involved are as follows: 

 

Figure 4-3: Write Operation Overview 
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 SAX module generates a tuple for window time frame and calls the persistTuple API of the 

client. 

 Client sends the tuple to the Write Master. 

 Write Master, stores the data in its buffer, updates its logs and acknowledges the data. 

 

When the buffer of the Write Master gets full, an asynchronous process is initiated as follows: 

 Create the BSTStore for the buffer data and push the same to GFS. 

 Contact Master and fetch the Tablet Server with the latest (unsealed) tablet.  

 Update Tablet entry, with time range from step 1, on the Tablet Server 

 After the successful completion of update, Write Master notifies the Master about the Tablet 

and Tablet Server for redirection of future requests to appropriate Table Server. 

 

IV. Compaction 

The data streams add up to infinite data creating the need for compaction. In our design, we can 

utilize the chronology of data and approximate data corresponding the oldest chunks. To elaborate, 

consider the following steps: 

 Identify oldest two chunks. Create a new chunk by doubling window size for each chunk and 

in turn increasing approximation extent. 

 Update the corresponding tablet, tablet server and chubby master with modified time range. 

 Delete old chunks 

Thus we achieve compaction with trade-off between accuracy of date and storage capacity. 
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V. Handling Missing/ Old Data 

An ideal system must support the storage of information irrespective of the time at which it arrives. 

In case of some failure, we are likely to miss in between data (e.g. we are expected to receive data 

for 6 consecutive days but miss out for 3rd day). We need to encapsulate this data at appropriate 

position. 

 

The solution lies in finding the chunk location where old data needs to be inserted. Now, we break 

the chunk and insert a new chunk encapsulating old data. Further, we apply necessary updates to 

Tablet, Tablet Server and Chubby Master.  

 

During this process, we wisely ignore the presence of duplicate data as well. 
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION 

The aim of our research was to design a system for efficient storage and retrieval of social 

heterogeneous data stream. However implementation of this design was out of scope. Along with 

the design, we also proposed SAX based data model for summarizing data stream.  

 

The traditional SAX based data model computes Z-score for each window pane and assigns a 

symbol. Here, mean and standard deviation is computed with reference to current window only. 

In our implementation, we maintain a running mean and standard deviation to enable capture of 

global trend. 

 

The results obtained from SAX data model are discussed in next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6: RESULT 

I. Dataset  

We simulated four data streams (S1, S2, S3, S4) corresponding to add clicks (cumulative number) 

of four product domains (P1, P2, P3, P4). Each stream consists of 1 data point per sec. Window 

has a fixed size of 25 seconds. We have 5 panes per window (each pane of 5 seconds). The symbol 

used for representation are a, b, c, d. 

 

a. Query Representation: We have provided two options for representing a query. First one lets 

the user input query as a sequence of data points. In this scenario, we apply SAX based data 

model on the data points to get the resultant symbolized sequence and then apply string based 

pattern search algorithm KMP. Second one lets the user provide the string representation of 

data points directly. 

 

b. Query Processing. We use KMP [13] string matching algorithm to answer string pattern based 

queries. The motive behind using KMP is that it creates a finite automata (as shown in Figure 

6-1) for pattern query. Thus allowing us to get the data in bits and pieces in main memory, and 

verify if pattern exists. 
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Figure 6-1: State Diagram for Pattern Query - dcbbbdbba 

II. Result 

We have implemented SAX based data model using the simulated dataset to produce symbolized 

representation of the data stream as shown in Figure 6-2. Further, we have verified that our system 

supports pattern queries on multiple windows. 

 

Figure 6-2:  Output Response of Data Stream from SAX 
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION 

We designed the system and implemented SAX based data model on simulated dataset. One of the 

limitations with SAX based data model is decision of window and pane size. There exists a couple 

of solutions to address the same. Firstly, we may choose to keep it configurable. Secondly, we may 

select pane length as per highly fluctuating data stream. The second approach definitely sounds 

favorable, however we have neither implemented nor analyzed for efficiency. 

 

In the system design, we have not encapsulated identify management system (e.g. for social 

network maintaining user id’s). However, we can add identify column as additional metadata 

wherever required (e.g. Chubby Master, Tablet Server, Write Master).  

 

Having discussed till now, we firmly believe on our design using Google Big Table and Windows 

Azure Storage. This is due to the fact that these systems are used in production and are 

revolutionary storage systems. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION 

We have successfully designed a system for efficient storage and retrieval of heterogeneous data 

stream. SAX based data model has been optimized to support pattern finding. Synchronization of 

data streams, to successfully capture dependencies between data streams, has been highlighted 

during discussion. 

 

We firmly believe designing such a system will help research in this field progress rapidly. 
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